
CM1 Furniture Pad/Prep Skills Test 

Name: ________________________________ 

Date: _________________________________ 

Directions: All answer options are written in bold below each question. Circle the correct 
answer. Make sure to put your name and date on the test. 
 
 
1. ________________is essential for the proper protection of the furniture.  
Purchasing,     Padding,     Prevention 
 
 
2. _____________________ are the main size of pad that we use. They are used on medium and large items 
Half Sized Furniture Pads,     Quarter Sized Furniture Pads,     Full Sized Furniture Pads 
 
 
3. ________________________are similar to a full size pad but are approximately 2/3 the size and not as thick. 
They are used on most small and medium sized furniture. 
Warehouse Pads,     Brick House Pads,     New House Pads 
 
4. __________________ available in two sizes and are made of burlap and felt backing. They are used on most 
small and medium sized items. 
Shirts,     Skins,     Scans 
 
 
5. ________________________ are used to help keep the pads/skins attached to the furniture. They come in 
three sizes: small (tan), medium (green), large (blue). 
Cotton Twines,     Pro Wires,     Rubber Bands 
 
 
6. __________________ can also be used to attach pads to the furniture.  
Duct Tape,     Electrical Tape,     Standard Packing Tape 
 
 
7. ____________________ this technique is used on small moves that don't require much stacking on the truck. 
Items are simply set on the floor of the truck and a pad is draped over it. Usually small local moves use this 
method because it is quick and simple and still keeps the furniture adequately protected. 
Drooping,     Directing,     Draping 
 
8. ___________________ This technique involves a more thorough process to cover all sides of the items. Each 
item has a specific technique, used on most long distance moves when the truck is being loaded tightly. 
Standard Prodding,  Substandard Padding,     Standard Padding 
 
9. One of our biggest challenges is to ________________ of all of the necessary parts of disassembled items.   
Keep Track,     Keep Safe,     Keep Forever 
 
10. When possible it is best to have the ___________________ do the assembly and dissassembly on each 
job.  This helps avoid confusion, especially on complicated items. 
Many Different People,     No One,     Same Person 
 
11. When keeping track of hardware place parts and hardware in a small ___________ or wrap in paper and 
label what it belongs to. 
Locked Box,     Ziplock Bag,     Burlap Sack 
  
12. When keeping track of hardware transport the parts/hardware in a parts box, a parts bag, or attach it to 
the disassembled item by using ________________. 
Wire,     Tape,     Glue 



 
 

 
13. Write/Circle the name of the above item: Tape,  Rubber Band,  Full Sized Pad,  Skin,  Warehouse Pad 
 
 

 
14. Write/Circle the name of the above item: Tape,  Rubber Band,  Full Sized Pad,  Skin,  Warehouse Pad 
 
 

 
15. Write/Circle the name of the above item: Tape,  Rubber Band,  Full Sized Pad,  Skin,  Warehouse Pad 
 
 



16. Every household is furnished with a wide variety of small furniture like end tables, coffee tables, etc.  Most 
of these items follow a basic procedure that can insure that each item is ______________________.   
Padded Improperly,     Padded Properly,     Padded Importantly 
 
 
17. In general, we need to follow  _________________ when preparing these items for transport.   
Basic Training,     Basic Production,     Basic Procedures 
 
 
18. If the item has removable legs we suggest that the legs be removed to _________________. 
Create Damage,     Avoid Damage,     Avoid Duration 
 
 
19. If the item has a ______________ it should be removed and packed properly.  Otherwise, each item is 
padded in the same basic way.  
Glass Top,     Plywood Top,     Plastic Top 
 
20. Magazine Racks and Quilt Racks are relatively simple to pad and prepare for transport.  Most of these 
items require _________ pad or skin to properly cover it.  
Twelve,     Five,     One 
 
21. Piano benches are obviously found in homes that have pianos.  Most of the time it is best to remove the 
______________of the piano bench before padding to avoid breakage. 
Arms,     Face,     Legs 
 
22. _______________ that need to be padded and prepared are bed rails, bed frames, coat racks, shelves, floor 
lamps, etc.   
Long Items,     Short Items,     Medium Items 
 
 
23. Usually it is best to pack floor lamps in a _______________, but occasionally you will pad them.  
Sack,     Tote,     Box 
 
24. Most bookcases, entertainment centers, and wardrobes are bulky and _________________ to prepare for 
transporting.   
Impossible,     Difficult,     Unnecessary  
 
 
25. Bookcases, entertainment centers and wardrobes have a wide variety of styles and shapes but each of 
these items have the same ___________________when preparing for transport.  
Individual situation,     Complicated System,     Basic Procedure 
 
26. The most challenging bookcase is the lawyers bookcase which can be _____________ into several pieces. 
Re-assembled,     Disassembled,     Cut 
 
27. Some entertainment centers are a simple design with and require no disassembly.  Some are large and 
must be disassembled. Regardless, of the style of the entertainment center they require __________________ to 
be transported properly. 
Extra-care,     No experience,     a Fork-lift 
 
28. WardrobesWardrobes are unusually large pieces of furniture. Most of them are designed as a one piece, 
but there are a few that have a __________ piece design.   
Two,     Green,     World 
 
29. Nearly every home will have dressers, chest of drawers, and desks.  These items are similar in shape and 
use the same basic techniques when preparing them for transport.   
Basic Training,     Basic Studies,     Basic Technique 
 
30. There are two basic styles of dressers - double dressers and _______________ dressers.   
Quadruple,     Triple,     Simple 
 



31. Either style of dresser can have a _____________ attached to it as well, but some do not.   
Piano,     Mirror,     Hot Tub 
 
32. Most chest of drawers contain _____________ drawers.   
45,     425,     4 to 5 
 
33. ___________________ and computer desks can present different challenges when preparing them for 
transport.   
Roll Top Desks,     Big Top Desks,     Rag Top Desks 
 
34. Please put your initials at the top of each page of this test. Give it to your supervisor when your are 
finished. 
 
Thanks 


